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A protocol employing weak values (WVs) to obtain ultrasensitive amplification of weak signals in the

context of a solid-state setup is proposed. We consider an Aharonov-Bohm interferometer where both

the orbital and the spin degrees of freedom are weakly affected by the presence of an external charge to be

detected. The interplay between the spin and the orbital WVs leads to a significant amplification even in

the presence of finite temperature, voltage, and external noise.
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Weak values (WVs) were introduced more than 20 years
ago [1] as a peculiarity of quantum mechanics. A WV
measurement consists in (i) initializing the system in a
certain state jc ii—preselection, (ii) coupling weakly an

observable Â of the system with an observable B̂ of the
detector (via a von Neumann interaction [2]), and
(iii) retaining the detector output only if the system is
eventually measured to be in a chosen final state, jc fi—
postselection. The average signal detected by the detector
will then be proportional to the real or imaginary part of the

complex WV, fhÂii ¼ hc fjÂjc ii=hc fjc ii, rather than to

the standard average value, hc ijÂjc ii. Further discussion
of the context in which WV should be understood has been
provided [3–5].

Going beyond the peculiarities of WV protocols, recent
series of works explored the potential of WVs in quantum
optics [6–12] and solid-state physics [13–15], ranging from
experimental observation to their application to hypersen-
sitive measurements. In the latter, a measurement, per-
formed by a detector entangled with a system whose
states can be preselected and postselected, leads to an
amplified signal in the detector that enables sensing of
small, otherwise inaccessible quantities, e.g., sensing the
deflection angle of a mirror of the order of �500 frad [9].
Within such a WVamplification protocol, only a subset of
the detector’s readings, associated with the tail of the
signal’s distribution, is accounted for. Yet, the large value

of fhÂii outweighs the scarcity of the data points and leads
to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) amplification [10].

Here we present a paradigm WV hypersensitive mea-
surement in the context of solid state systems. It consists of
an open semiconducting Aharonov-Bohm (AB) interfer-
ometer subject to a Zeeman magnetic field contacted to
half-metallic (strong ferromagnetic) leads. Such a device is
employed to sense a small charge, q, situated next to one of
the arms of the interferometer [see Fig. 1(a)]; q affects the
electron trajectory and momentum in this interferometer
arm. While spinless AB interferometers have been fully
characterized as detectors (e.g., Ref. [16]), here we harness

the additional (spin) degree of freedom (d.o.f.) for ampli-
fied detection. Within our conceptual scheme, q may be
thought of as the uncompensated charge induced by a gated
electrode. As such, q will be treated classically and induce
an electron spin rotation due to the altered orbital motion of
the electron (mind the magnetic field). We thus have two
d.o.f.—orbital and spin—which serve as ‘‘amplifier’’ and
‘‘detector,’’ respectively (or vice versa). Our amplification
scheme, involving these d.o.f., is compared with a simple-
minded scheme where (in the absence of interferometry)
only the spin d.o.f. is involved.
The value of q (its weak effect on the interferometer) is

read in the current through the half-metal drain acting as
a spin valve (SV). We show that a properly chosen

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) A sketch of the WV hypersensitive
charge measurement setup. It consists of a half-metal open AB
interferometer with Zeeman magnetic field B ¼ Bzez. The half-
metal left and right leads with spin orientations n̂L, n̂R, respec-
tively, serve as a SV that measures the spin orientations of the
electrons. The length of the upper (lower) arm is L1ðL2Þ. The
spin orientation n̂00

L exits the right junction of the interferometer.
A small charge, q, is situated next to one of the arms of the
interferometer, weakly changing the confining geometry of this
arm. Consequently, the electron trajectory and momentum of
electrons passing through this arm are modified, inducing addi-
tional electron spin rotation which depends on whether the upper
or the lower interferometer’s arm is traversed (i.e., the spin is
coupled to the ‘‘which-path coordinate’’). The signal due to q is
stored in the spin state which is read in the current through the

SV. (b) A sketch of the dispersion curve for Ĥ , cf. Eq. (1).
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preselection and postselection of interferometer states,
while reducing the current at the drain, makes the spin
coordinate of the transmitted electrons hypersensitive to
the small charge. Our analysis underlines the interplay
between spin-related and orbital-related WVs. We show
that even when the orbital WV, marking the amplification
of the current signal absorbed in the interferometer’s drain,
is countered by the reduced current, our protocol can still
be utilized to enhance signal-to-external-noise ratio. Our
protocol may be extended to realistic multiterminal setups
that can be employed experimentally.

We begin by describing the transport through a wire
connected to SV leads. The electron’s motion is ballistic,
described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ ¼ 1

2m

�
p̂� e

c
A

�
2 þ g�B

2
B�̂: (1)

Here A represents an AB vector potential and B ¼ Bzez is
an additional magnetic field [17]. In generalized cylindri-
cal coordinates [~rð�Þ, �, z] [18,19], the Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ cyl ¼ ð1=2mÞp̂2
� þ E0 þ ðg�B=2ÞBz�̂z, where E0 is

the lowest transverse mode’s energy. The eigenmodes’

momenta along the wire, p� � p�ð�Þ, are given by p� ¼
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2
0 � g�BmBz�

q
, where p0 ¼ ½2mðEF � E0Þ�1=2, and

� ¼ �1 ¼ ð"; #Þ labels the spin eigenstates, j "i, j #i, in
the direction of the applied magnetic field [see Fig. 1(b)].

The current, I, through the ballistic device is given by
the Landauer-Büttiker formula [20]

I ¼ e

h

Z
dEjtL!RðEÞj2½fLðEÞ � fRðEÞ�; (2)

where tL!RðEÞ is the transmission amplitude through the
device at energy E and fLðRÞðEÞ is the Fermi distribution

functions of the left (right) lead. Let us first discuss the
effect of q in the case of an energy independent trans-
mission tL!RðEÞ ¼ tL!R � tL!RðEFÞ. An electron in-
jected in a wire with spin � ¼ �, traversing a length L,
will acquire a phase #� ¼ p�L=@. As a result, an electron
injected at energy EF with spin jnLi precesses in

the magnetic field to a new spin orientation jn0
Li ¼

UðLÞjnLi ¼ eið�pL=@Þ�̂z jnLi, where we have introduced
2 �p � p" þ p# and 2�p � p" � p#. The ferromagnetic

leads act as a SV, detecting the final spin orientation,
with the transmission T ¼ jtL!Rj2 ¼ jhnRjn0

Lij2, where
jnRi is the spin orientation of the right lead.

The effect of the charge q situated in the vicinity of the
wire can be deduced from a semiclassical analysis [21].
We find that to first order in q, the presence of the charge
induces an additional spin precession

Uintjn0
Li � eiq��p�̂z jn0

Li � ð1þ iq��p�̂zÞjn0
Li; (3)

where � encodes the details of the setup [21]. The current
in the drain is sensitive to this extra spin rotation induced

by q. We define the ‘‘signal’’ of q as �Tq ¼ Tq � Tq¼0.

For this simple SV case

�Tq ¼ 2q��pjhnRjn0
Lij2 ImfRh�̂ziLg; (4)

where we define the spin WV:

Rh�̂ziL ¼ hnRj�̂zjn0
Li

hnRjn0
Li

¼
P
�
�hnRj�ih�jn0

LiP
�
hnRj�ih�jn0

Li
: (5)

Note that the signal �Tq is greatly reduced with the van-

ishing of the jhnRjn0
Lij2 factor. The sensitivity of the mea-

surement is obtained by comparing the signal with its
uncertainty due to an extraneous noise source. As an
example we assume an uncertainty in nR, i.e., jnRi ¼
exp½i�n� � ��jnRi, where � fluctuates much slower than

the time of flight of electrons in the device, and h��i ¼ �2
�.

This leads to an error in the transmission �T� ¼
2jhnRjn0

Lij2�� ImfRh��iLg. The SNR is therefore

�SV � j�Tqj
j�T�j ¼

��������q�
�p

��

ImfRh�̂ziLg
ImfRh��iLg

��������; (6)

which exhibits no amplification.
We now combine the spin d.o.f. with an interfero-

meter geometry (see Fig. 1). It is equivalent to including
an additional orbital d.o.f. which is affected by q.
Our interferometer is sufficiently open such that no
higher windings around it occur (or multiterminal).
Passing through the interferometer’s arms, L1, L2,
an electron with spin � has transmission amplitudes

t1�¼jt1jeiðp�L1=@þ’1Þ, t2� ¼ jt2jeiðp�L2=@þ’2Þ, respectively.
Hence, the transmission through our device can be written
as a spin scalar product T ¼ jtL!Rj2 ¼ N 2jhnRjn00

Lij2,
where jn00

Li ¼ h�fjUintj�iijn0
Li=N is a properly normal-

ized spin state that exits the right junction of the interfer-

ometer with N ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hn0

Ljh�ijUy
intj�fih�fjUintj�iijnL

0i
q

.

Here, we have included the purely orbital effect of the
interferometer (amplifier) by defining a state that enters
into the right junction of the interferometer (preselection),

j�ii ¼ jt1jeið �pL1=@þ’1Þj1i þ jt2jeið �pL2=@þ’2Þj2i, and a state
that comes out of it (postselection), j�fi ¼ ei�AB j1i þ j2i,
where �AB ¼ �eBzA=ðg�B@Þ and A is the enclosed
area in the AB ring. The state j1i (j2i) denotes an orbital
wave function at the origin of arm 1 (2). The spin rotation
is the result of two contributions: First, provided the two
interferometer arms are of equal length, L2, the precession
in the applied magnetic field yields jn0

Li ¼ UðL2ÞjnLi.
Second, there is an extra rotation of the component that
runs through arm L1, given by (an interplay of spin and

orbit) Uint ¼ eið�p�L=@ÞÂ�̂z , with �L ¼ L1 � L2 and

Â ¼ j1ih1j. Henceforth, we refer to Â as the which-path
operator. The emerging rotated spinor is jn00

Li.
The effect of q situated in the vicinity of arm 1 can be

written in an operator form [21]
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Uint ! Uq
int ¼ e�iqÂ½ð�þ� �pÞ���p�̂z�Uq¼0

int ; (7)

where we included the effect of the charge on the enclosed
area, hence the enclosed flux �AB ! �AB þ �e. For sim-
plicity, we explicitly discuss the results in the case

ð�p�L=@Þ ¼ 0 modð2	Þ, in which the operator Uq¼0
int ¼

1 and the amplifier and detector are coupled only due to
the presence of q [22]. In a weak measurement regime the
response of the detector is linear in q. Expanding the
exponent in Eq. (7), the change in the transmission to linear
order in q is

�Tq ¼ Tq � Tq¼0

¼ �2qjhnRjn0
Lij2jh�fj�iij2½ð�þ � �pÞ ImffhÂiig

� ��p ImffhÂiiRh�̂ziLg�; (8)

where we have introduced the orbital WV

fhÂii ¼
h�fjÂj�ii
h�fj�ii ¼ t1

t1 þ t2e
i ~�

; (9)

with ~� ¼ �AB � ð �p�L=@Þ þ ’2 � ’1.
In order to appreciate the enhanced sensitivity due to the

postselection in the interferometer, we focus on the sim-

plest case fhÂii 2 R, where only the second term in Eq. (8)

is present:

�Tq ¼ 2q��pjhnRjn0
Lij2jh�fj�iij2fhÂii ImfRh�̂ziLg:

(10)

In this case the spin emerging at the right end of the
interferometer is

jn00
Li �

h�fj�ii
jh�fj�iij ð1þ iq��pfhÂii�̂zÞjn0

Li: (11)

Comparing this with Eq. (3), we see that the spin change
due to the nearby charge is amplified by the WV factor

fhÂii. Thus, spin rotation due to the presence of q is

amplified by the WV procedure.
Here, however, rather than measuring directly the spin

rotation, we measure the signal �Tq. The latter is affected

by both the orbital and spin d.o.f. Comparing Eq. (10) with
Eq. (4), we see that the amplification due to the orbital WV
in Eq. (9) is compensated by a reduction prefactor,
jh�fj�iij2. Tuning the interferometer to be destructive on

the right junction, leading to a large fhÂii, will be coun-

tered by the reduced current.
The relative effect of the charge q, i.e., ðTq�Tq¼0Þ=

Tq¼0, is nevertheless enhanced by a large prefactor fhÂii.
In order to appreciate the added sensitivity due to
the orbital WV, we consider the response of this device
to the same external noise as before �T� ¼
2��jhnRjn0

Lij2jh�fj�iij2 ImfRh��iLg. Assuming, again,

fhÂii 2 R, we obtain a SNR

�SVþinterf ¼ jfhÂiij�SV: (12)

Since the WV, fhÂii, can be arbitrarily large, it is possible

to amplify the SNR at will. Indeed, the postselection due to
the interferometer reduces the final current to be measured,
but reduces even more the relative uncertainty on the
current due to the noise-induced-error in the SVorientation
[see Fig. 2(a)]. The price to be paid for the amplification is
that one has to detect smaller currents, and this sets a
technical bound for the amplification.

Beyond the case fhÂii 2 R, the current through the de-

vice [cf. Eq. (8)] has two terms. The second term contains
the interplay between spin and interferometer d.o.f. leading
to theWVamplification we discussed, while the first term is
equivalent to the effect of the charge on a spinless AB
interferometer times a reduction prefactor due to the spin.
The characterization of the amplification effect in terms of
the SNR, as in Eqs. (6) and (12), is valid in the general case

[fhÂii 2 C, ð�p�L=@Þ � 0 modð2	Þ]. We depict the am-

plification factor for such a general case in Fig. 2(b).
At finite temperature we cannot neglect the energy

dependence of the transmission amplitude, tL!R !
tL!RðEÞ, and one needs to perform the integral over energy
in Eq. (2). We linearize the electron energy spectrum
around the Fermi energy. The energy-dependent transmis-
sion is determined by Eq. (8), where �p ! �pðEÞ ¼
�p½1þ ðm=P 2ÞE�, �p!�pðEÞ¼�p½1�ðm=P 2ÞE� [21].
The WV amplification in (�SVþinterf=�SV) is gradually
suppressed at higher temperatures and voltage bias [kBT �
eV * ðP 2=mÞmaxfð@=�pLÞ; ð@= �p�LÞg]; see Fig. 3.
At kBT & ðP 2=mÞmaxfð@=�pLÞ; ð@= �p�LÞg the SNR can
even be enhanced since temperature affects the signal and
the noise differently.
In much the same way, Gaussian magnetic field fluctua-

tions of width �B will smear the WV amplification. We
include the dependence of the transmission amplitude,
tL!R ! tL!RðBÞ, and integrate over the magnetic field
distribution. In a way compatible with our earlier approxi-
mation, we linearize the electron energy spectrum around
the tuned magnetic field B0, in which case the magnetic
field-dependent signal is determined by Eq. (8), where
�p ! �pðBÞ ¼ �p� �pðg�Bm=2P 2ÞB, �p ! �pðBÞ ¼
�pþ �pðg�Bm=2P 2ÞB [21]. As shown in Fig. 4, the
amplification due to the WV is completely suppressed in

FIG. 2 (color online). Density plot of the amplification factor,
�SVþinterf=�SV, in the case of fhÂii 2 C for (a) ð�p�L=@Þ ¼
0 modð2	Þ and (b) ð�p�L=@Þ ¼ 2:6� 10�3. In both plots nL ¼
nR ¼ �x, Bz ¼ 1 T, ð �p=@Þ � 7� 10�2ð1=nmÞ, ð�p=@Þ�
1� 10�4ð1=nmÞ, @e�� 20:7 nm, �� e� 1:5� 10�2 [21].
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the high magnetic noise limit �B�AB 	 B. Unlike the
temperature or voltage case, here the WV amplification is
suppressed predominantly by the effect of fluctuations on
the AB phase, rather than dephasing due to the momenta,
�p, �p.

Here we have proposed a setup which exploits the notion
of ultrahigh amplification using a weak value protocol, in
the context of a quantum solid-state device. An important
feature of our design is that by assigning to spin and orbital
d.o.f. the meaning of a detector and amplifier that under-
goes preselection and postselection, it allows us to observe
WVs without synchronizing (in time) pulses in the two
‘‘devices.’’ Such a necessity arose in earlier proposals
[13–15]. We stress that the main focus of this work was
to demonstrate conceptually that WVamplification is pos-
sible in solid-state devices. While an attempt has been
made to conform to realistic values of parameters [21],
the present analysis does not purport to substitute a careful

numerical or material science oriented analysis of an op-
erating device. Some of the ingredients that need to be
accounted for are the inclusion of multichannel wires, and
the fact that in practice the readout of the device will need
to be calibrated against known values of q (or values of a
charge producing gate voltage) [8,9].
This work was supported by GIF, DFG Center for

Functional Nanostructures, Einstein Minerva Center,
U.S.-Israel BSF, ISF, Minerva Foundation, Israel-Korea
MOST grant, EU GEOMDISS, Israel MOIA grant, and
the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. Wewould like to
thank B. Nissan-Cohen and D. Klarman for fruitful dis-
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FIG. 4 (color online). The amplification factor, �SVþinterf=�SV,
as a function of the transmission through arm 1 for different
strength of the magnetic field fluctuations: �B ¼ 10 mT (solid
black curve), �B ¼ 100 mT (long-dashed red curve), �B ¼
500 mT (medium-dashed green curve), and �B ¼ 700 mT
(short-dashed blue curve). All plots are for �AB ¼ 	 and all
the other parameters are chosen as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The amplification factor,
�SVþinterf=�SV, as a function of the transmission through
arm 1 for different values of the temperature (a) and voltage
bias (b). In (a), V ¼ 0:1 meV, and T ¼ 10 mK (solid black
curve), T ¼ 25 K (long-dashed red curve), T ¼ 50 K
(medium-dashed green curve), T ¼ 100 K (short-dashed blue
curve). In (b), T ¼ 10 mK, and V ¼ 0:1 meV (solid black
curve); V ¼ 10 meV (long-dashed red curve), V ¼ 25 meV
(medium-dashed green curve), V ¼ 50 meV (short-dashed
blue curve). In all plots �AB ¼ 	 and all other parameters are
chosen as in Fig. 2.
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